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the project is designed for a young family who would like to live in a house in the south of seoul, but
cannot afford the high price of land in the middle of the city. therefore, we chose a site that is close
to the ocean, but still has a large amount of land available and ample space for planting fruit trees.
with this project, we wanted to create a house that could be used by a young family with one or two
children for at least 10 years, which is why we chose to build it on a large, sloping site. the home sits

on a sloping site with the back facing the ocean. the site is located in a quiet area that has been
preserved, with mature trees and lush vegetation around it. this pretty addition to the family home,

designed by the berlin based practice, boris schmeider, involves a glass-fronted extension that
cleverly ‘sits’ within the existing house. the design is laid out on four levels: the top two (which are

out of sight) are the living quarters and the lower two contain the bedrooms. it was important for the
client to have plenty of light in the house, so the designers used the most economical and light-

extending materials, such as plaster. the third-floor terrace is a key element in the development of
the home. it is the only point where the living and working areas are merged, and where the house
and the garden are an organic whole. the terrace has a large glass frontage which allows natural

light to flood the space. the height of the terrace is determined by the position of the trees and the
roof line of the adjacent house. the building is separated from the street by a metal security grille.

this is necessary because the client wishes to keep a completely private, yet open, home.
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The city ordered the small homes to protect the highway's on-ramps. Mayor Eric Garcetti, who had
brought the city's first small-house encampment to the site, had called the houses "symbols of

possibility" and promised to move them as soon as possible. Most existing housing in Tonjuka is still
made of adobe bricks and concrete reinforced with steel (rebar), little areas rich in mold and

cracking already predominate the houses. The local architect team responded by taking advantage
of these defective elements and directed their creativity to transform them into social, educational
and cultural spaces. The houses in Tonjuka are part of a living laboratory that promotes collective

imagination by collectively visualizing how this ecovillage can be an island in the sea of the city, with
the possibility of being the starting point for environmental studies. There are many benefits to

consider when choosing natural solid wood over concrete or steel reinforced. They include a more
pleasant feel of the house, a quieter environment, energy efficiency, reduced maintenance and, of
course, the fact that natural materials are considered renewable resources. After you have decided
to buy a home, you will see how amazing the property can be once you get done with your project.
Recycled waters is one of the most powerful and effective ways to heal the cracks in your walls. The
water will either evaporate or seep through the cracks in the wall where the structure has a natural
tendency to collect. Once the water is absorbed, the cement will harden again. Once the cracks are
healed you will no longer see any structural defects. If water is able to flow through the cracks it is a

good sign of their structural health, however, its better to delay any decision on a wall if at all
possible. 5ec8ef588b
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